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Abstract— Huge news articles are reported and disseminated on the Internet. How to extract key information and
save the reading time is the important issue. Gist is often used to summarize the content of the document. In this paper
improved statistical approach based on keywords is presented. Gist generation problem can be viewed as finding
informative keywords from the document and finding the proper way to combine these words to reflect a coherent and
grammatical phrase. To improve the accuracy of the key phrase in reflecting the content, the summary of the
document is first identified. The results show that proposed approach is more suitable for generating informative key
phrases. This paper identifies the informative words from the summary of the document. The results are evaluated
using precision, recall and F1 measure.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A gist is a very short summary, ranging in length from a single phrase to a sentence, that captures the essence of
a piece of text in much the same way as a title or section heading in a document helps to convey the text‟s central
message to a reader. In this chapter, we present our news story gist system which uses a statistical approach and
extractive summarization approach to combine statistical and positional information in order to generate very short news
story summaries.
In this paper we proposed a mixed model for gist or headline-styled summary generation. The model is executed
in two stages. Initially, the summary of the text document is generated by combining three surface features such as Term
frequency of a sentence in the document (TF), Sentence Location in the document (SL) and Centrality of the sentence in
the document (CE). In the second stage the informative words are selected from the summary of the document instead
from the original document. The informative words are selected from the summary using the statistical model which is a
combination of the sentence selection model, content word selection model and text model. From the informative words
the key phrases are identified from the original document using the clustering technique. To increase the grammaticality
of the sentences in the gist post processing has performed. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: The previous
work done in the area short summary generation, headline generation and text summarization are explained in Section 2.
Section 3 describes the proposed mixed model for gist generation. Section 4 is dealt with data collection as well as the
experimentations. Section 5 is about results analysis, and the conclusions and further research are given in Section 6 and
the sample document, the machine generated summary is presented in the chapter 7.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Several previous systems were developed to address the need for headline-style summaries. A lossy summarizer
that translates news stories into target summaries using the „IBM- style‟ statistical machine translation (MT) model was
shown in [1]. Conditional probabilities for a limited vocabulary and bigram transition probabilities as gist syntax
approximation were incorporated into the translation model. It was shown to have worked surprisingly well with a standalone evaluation of quantitative analysis on content coverage. The use of a noisy-channel model and a Viterbi search was
shown in another MT-inspired headline summarization system [2]. The method was automatically evaluated by BiLingual Evaluation Understudy [3]. A non statistical system, coupled with linguistically motivated heuristics, using a
parse-and- trim approach based on parse trees was reported in [4]. Most of the research has done in extractive
summarization methods [5,6,7]. Initially, text summarization process has been studied based on frequent words represent
in [8]. First paragraph or first sentences of each paragraph contain topic information proposed in [9]. Query-based
summarization is studied in[10]. Maximal Marginal Relevance technique is presented in[11] which is followed in our
paper for Telugu text single document summarization. Two-step sentence-extraction method for single-document
summarization and multi-document summarization is proposed in [12]. TS using Lexical Chain and WordNet proposed
in [13]. The nuclei of the discourse structure tree for a text determine salience of information as in [14].
Text summarization (TS) is a technique which extracts the important information from a text document(s) and
produces for particular user or task [15]. In TS, sentences are ranked according to their relevance to the document and
extracts the sentences which are more relevant for the document to form a summary until the all the topics in the
document are covered without redundancy[16, 17]. The score or the relevance of the sentence can be calculated based
different features like syntactic, semantic and structure etc. or combination of these features[18,19].
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III. GIST GENERATION PROBLEM
In this paper we viewed the problem of gist generation as extractive summarization problem. The gist has
generated mainly using two stages namely text summarization and informative words identification. The different
modules in the proposed mixed model are article tokenization, stop word removal, stemming, summary generation,
informative word selection using statistical model and post processing for maintaining grammaticality. These modules
are explained below.

Figure 5.1: The proposed mixed model for gist generation
A. Pre-processing
Document need to be pre-processed before processing through the machine. The pre-processing contains
removing the unnecessary content from the document which is not useful for TC like punctuation marks, numbers, dates
and symbols etc. Secondly, features which can create noise to the summarization process called stop words which are
used to give meaning to the sentence need to eliminate. As Hindi is complex morphological variant language, reducing
the features of document into their root form can greatly reduces the dimensionality space of the document. Hence
features of the document are converted into their root form. After pre-processing the feature space of the document
contains only stemmed form of the features.
B. Text summarization
Summarization can be broadly divided into two categories namely extractive summarization and abstractive
summarization. An extractive summarization is a process of selecting set of sentences from the original document which
gives the gist of the document, while an abstractive summarization is a reformulation of the original document probably
with new sentences. In this chapter, we have chosen extractive summarization because of simplicity, robustness and
domain independence. We have chosen combination of three surface features for summary generation such as Term
frequency of a sentence in the document (TF), Sentence Location in the document (SL) and Centrality of the sentence in
the document (CE). The formulas for calculating these features and finding the suitable combination of these features are
presented below:
i.

Term Frequency (TF)
The term frequency of a word in a document is the number of occurrences of the word in that document. This
count is normalized to overcome a bias towards longer documents. Term frequency of a word is calculated as follows:
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where 'Ci' is the number of occurrences of a word in the document, and the denominator is the total number of words in
the document. The term frequency score of a sentence 'S' is calculated as:

where numerator gives the sum of all the words term frequencies in the sentence S and denominator represents the
number of words in the sentence.
ii.

Sentence Location (SL)
Sentences at the beginning of the texts of news documents give the general information of the document which
are suitable to form a gist. The remaining sentences of document are the details about the news which has less
importance to include in the gist. Therefore important sentences, which should be included in the gist, are usually located
at some particular positions. In order to formalize the sentence location, each sentence is been given a location value Li
(Li is equal to i). Then to give higher score to the first sentences, we use the formula mentioned below

which gives the position score of a sentence S.
where 'R' is the number of sentences in the document
iii. Centrality (CE)
The centrality of a sentence implies its similarity to other sentences, which can be measured as the degree of
overlapping between sentences to other sentences. If a sentence has high centrality, this sentence introduces many topics
of the document. Therefore, high centrality sentences are more preferable in summary than low centrality sentences. To
formula to find score of centrality of a sentence 'S' is:

iv.

Summary generation
For a sentence 'S', the weighted score function combine all the feature scores of the sentence as follows.

where Wi represents the weight assigned to feature 'i' to generate the summary that best expresses the gist of the
document. For our training dataset, all possible weight combinations between 0 and 1 with an interval of 0.1 between
features weights are evaluated. From the empirical evaluations it is concluded that the best weights for TF, CE and SL
are 0.2, 0.3 and 0.5 respectively to generate more appropriate summary of the document. Then sentences are ranked
according to the above weights assigned to each feature.
IV. MODELS
The informative words are selected from the summary of the document. The informative word selection is based
on the statistical model proposed in the previous research work. The statistical model is combinations of three position
models namely sentence position model, content word selection model and text model. These models are explained
below.
A. Sentence Position Model
Sentence position information has long proven useful in identifying topics of texts. This idea is applied to the
selection of informative words. Given a sentence with its position in text, what is the likelihood that it would contain the
first appearance of a informative word in the key phrase:

For each sentence position i over all M texts in the collection and over all the words in the M key phrases (each
containing up to N words), CountPos records the number of times where sentence position i has the first appearance of
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any informative word. P(Gk|Wj) is a binary feature. This is computed for all sentence positions from 1 to P. Resulting
P(G|Posi) represents each sentence position containing one or more informative words.

B. Informative Word Position Model
For each content word Wg, it would most likely first appear at sentence position Posi:

In the informative word position model, information was collected for each content word Wg.
C. Text Model
This model captures the correlation between words in text and words in key phrases:

docTtf(w,j) denotes the term frequency of word w in the jth document of all M documents in the collection. titleTf(w,j) is
the term frequency of word w in the jth title. Gw and Tw are words that appear in both the theme and the text body. For
each instance of Gw and Twpair, Gw=Tw.
The following combination of sentence position and text model was used:

V. EMPIRICAL EVALUATIONS
A. Test Collections
The experimental dataset was gathered from various Hindi news chapters from the web during the year 2011 –
2011. There are a total of 1000 documents and corresponding gists in the corpus. The evaluation was based on the
cumulative unigram overlap between the n top-scoring words and the reference headlines.

B. Evaluation Methods
In this chapter, the experimental results are evaluated using the precision, recall and F1 measures to compare the
machine identified informative words with the human assigned content words. The above matrices have been proved as
good evaluation matrices in the field of information retrieval before summary generation and after summary generation.
The F1 measure can be calculated by using precision and recall as in following equation.

where, precision is the number of common words among machine identified informative words ( Gmachine ) and human
assigned content words ( Ghuman ) divided by the number of machine identified informative words as in following
equation:

recall is defined as the number of common words between Gmachine and Ghuman and divided by the number of words
in the human assigned content words as in following equation:
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Precision shows the percentage of words being correctly identified by the machine with respect of the human
generated gist. Meanwhile recall gives the percentage of correct words that computer has selected, among the gist
assigned by human subjects. F1 measure balances both precision and recall measures. The First highest scored nine
words were selected as informative words, as it is the average number of content words in the corpus.
VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

TABLE 5.1: F1 Measures For Eight Possible Combinations

The data corpus is evaluated using F1measure for eight possible combinations. Informative words are selected from the
original article after preprocessing with sentence position model, informative word selection model and text model
individually. Then F1 measure is calculated using precision and recall. Similarly the F1 measure calculated using the
combination of all the models with equal weights. The results are specified in the Table 1.
After the generation of the summary for the given document informative words are selected with sentence
position model, informative word selection model and text model individually. Then F1 measure is calculated using
precision and recall. Similarly the F1 measure calculated using the combination of all the models with equal weights.
These results are also specified in the Table 1. The results show the influence of the proposed model on gist generation.
VII.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE
In this paper, we proposed a mixed model for gist generation for a given Hindi article. The selection of
informative words from the summary of the article is more appropriate when compared with the selection of informative
words from the whole pre-processed document. The selection of the informative words is based on combination sentence
selection model, content word position model and text model. From the results we can conclude the influence of the stop
words in the process of informative word selection and also the influence of the models individually and their
combination for informative word selection. The generated gist from the machine was appropriate to the human
generated gist.
There is a scope for further enhancement of the existing model for increasing the accuracy of the gist using word
net and ontology to combine the related words into a single word. The other possibility is by using natural language rules
we can improve the informative word selection process.
VIII.

SAMPLE ARTICLE

A. Human generated gist

B. Original article
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C. Article after summarization

D. Machine generated gist before post-processing

E. Machine generated gist after post-processing
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